Portland Electric Tours

Electric Avenue is your transportation hub. From here, any direction offers you clean and efficient options.

A quick streetcar ride takes you to Pearl District. Here you will find some of the country’s best restaurants, an array of shops and lots of microbreweries. Your electric ride comes along every 15 minutes. Take your time and wander.

Portland is not just known for its amazing food, it’s gardens are world-known as well. Check out Lan Su Chinese Gardens in Old Town or the Rose Garden and Portland Japanese Garden in the West Hills. Next to the Rose Garden you will find the Portland Zoo and access using light rail back to the city or... if you are more adventurous, take the hiking trails to OHSU.

With a sweeping vista of the valley, the Oregon Health & Science University also has its famous Tram. From the OHSU Campus, you will descend to the South Waterfront and take the streetcar back to Electric Avenue.